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The February meeting of the Edmonton Centre will be held on Thursday,, February H*th8 at
8s15 pm, is the Queen Elisabeth Plauetarr&So Our' guest speaker on that occasion will bo
Dr. Ro Eo Folinsbee, FoRcS0Co3 who will talk on "LUNAR GEOLOGY AND VOICANOLOGY.$ As Head of
the University of Alberta Department of Geology,, Dre Folinsbee worked vjsry closely with
members of the RoA„SoCo following the Brucerheim Meteorite fall.In Wt<0„ .He Is internationally

recognized for an age-dating program which he set up in Western Canada,, His isttorests-#md
activities are many and varied - ranging from- falling- •fftats. to-fossil man* .Members of the
Edmonton Centre who heard Dro Folinsbee address our group on a previous -occasion^ will welcome
the opportunity of hearing from him again.

The Featurette this month will be presented byrone of our. .newer members, Mr. David

Hruschak, who will review a recent announcement from Mount Palomar, regarding observations
made of three stars believed to be ten billion years old*. These observations indicate the

Universe as we know it is .perhaps twice as old as had previously beer-. .

te effect

of this finding on the astronomical world is certain to have wide-ranging implications,, We
will be watching,for future announcements regarding, the field of observations which resulted
in this -remarkable discovery,,
EICK3Y SALMON

Although Rickey and his* mother wiI2- not be moving tec Ottawa before-the-end of the school
terms the Centre will be honoring the Salmons this Thursday. We wish to express our thanks

and appreciation to Rickey and"his parents before Mr» Salmonvs-departure next week*

Mrs. Ao Rabjohn, Secretary of the Calgary Centre has inquired-into the possibility of
Edmonton providing a speaker for their April 10th meeting. The Calgary^Edaonton•speaker

exchange has been a most successful tradition in the pasto Recentlys we heard an excellent
talk by Mr. Ken Pawson of Calgary* who spoke of his experiences while on^ a survey mission in
Antarcticao

Mr0 Pawson was introduced to the Edmonton Centre by Professor Walter Stilwell,

also of the Calgary groupD

Any suggestions regarding our contribution to the speaker exchange should be referred

to President Trainor, at

o
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STAR

NIGHT

In the past several weeks, the Edmonton Centre STAR
NIGHT Committee has held a series of meetings regarding
Edmonton's third annual public 'star party.' The

committee consists of Chairman Franklin Loehde, William
Burley, and Dr. H.W. Taylor.

By now, most members will realize that the reason for

staging another STAR NIGHT will be to draw attention to
our proposal to have an observatory built in the City

of Edmonton.

We are hoping that the proceeds gained

through the venture will allow us to hire an architect

to draw the completed plans for the building.

Dr. Taylor, Bill Burley, and
Chairman Franklin Loehde discuss

plans for STAR NIGHT, 1963.

STAR NIGHT, 1963, will be held on Thursday and Fri
day, August 23rd and 2Uth. On those dates, the moon
will be just less than first quarter; Mercury will

be visible in the westj

Saturn will be prominent;

and Jupiter will rise in the late evening.
In
addition, a few 'late arrivals' in the Perseid
Meteor Shower may flash across the sky.

Because STAR NIGHT will be designed to focus attention on a new observatory for Edmonton,

it will be staged on a much larger scale than attempted before. Displays will play an
important role in this forthcoming event. The committee is looking into the possibility
of having a giant 3E> - foot scale model of the United States Saturn rocket booster built.

It will be the focal point of attraction on the planetarium grounds, where STAR NIGHT will

again be held.

The model will be floodlit.

Another display feature will be a scale model of a future space station. This model will
be suspended by thin wires, to give the impression it is floating high above the grounds.

We are hoping to obtain a number of additional spacecraft models - some from the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, and others from private industry in the United States
engaged in space research.

Remember - there will be a job for EVERYONE during STAR NIGHT, 1963. We are counting on

every member of the Centre to assist - right from these early planning stages, down to the
final preparations in August.

A popular feature at our 1962 STAR NIGHT
was this 7 - foot tall scale model of the

Atlas/Mercury rocket booster and capsule.

This was one of many exhibits oriented
to the public interest in space research.

With more and more interest generated

following each new space achievement,
our 1963 theme, "Man In Space," should

prove even more popular.

The Atlas model

was featured just prior to the American
Manned Orbital Missions. Likewise, the

Saturn booster to be featured in August
will precede manned shots around the moon,
which will likely use the Saturn space
craft.

•
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THE OBSERVER'S CORNER

ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENON DIVISION

Aurora - The new crop of aurora observers of the Edmonton Centre, while limited in experience^

improved steadily over the year.

A total of six new observers was incorporated into

the ranks. Walter Scheuerman, east of Ponoka, continues to provide valuable inform
ation to the study of northern lights. Walter Nacuk at Thorsby, after a short absence,
is again submitting daily reports.

A few of our younger set have shown promise and should be assets to our auroral
program in the future.

Despite the fact the sun is at a very low activity level, the number of auroral
displays recorded was commendable. The year 1962 saw a total of 308 reports covering
69 separate displays.

The following lists the observing stations and their month-by-month totals:
Bashaw-•Ponoka

Stations

January- 0
February -0
March

-

h

September •- 10

March -

1

7

April May -

1

October -

1

November -

23
8

June -

2

December -

2

April - 3
2
May -

November

1

December

June

-

Edmonton Stations
0
January 0
February -

July 7
August 5
September - 19

July August
October

Ob server - Walter Scheuerman.

5
£
$
1

Observers -

Total displays -

U2.

Be Bohannan
w. Cable
G.

Finley

F. Loehde
B. MacDonald

Thorsby Sation:

A.

December -

Observer -

Pedersen

M. Tait
F. Tauber

2

Total displays -

Walter Nacuk.

69.

Meteors - A most successful year was capped off with the annual Geminid Meteor Shower on
December ll^th. Three observing stations were set up within the Greater Edmonton

area. (See Stardust, Jan., 1963.) Results indicate that small groups observing
limited areas of the sky are of considerable use in the meteor observing program. A similar
procedure will probably be used in the future, when a large number of observers is available.
Over ^00 minutes of meteor observing time were recorded in 1962 - an increase over the previous
year. In addition, the number of Observers participating in the program was substantially up
compared with former years.

Those active in the 1962 edition of the Meteor Branch weres

Randy Allan,

Tom

Beatty, Bruce Bohannan, Bill Cable, Jim Siddle, Gary Finley, Fred and Peggy Jensen,
Stuart Lawerence, Franklin Loehde, Ian and Adrienne McLennan, Brian MacDonald, Art Pedersen,
Cliff Rhodes,

Rickey Salmon,

Michael Tait,

and Fred Tauber.

I would like to thank all those of our membership who participated in this

division's work in the past year. If last year's efforts and cooperation are any indication,
1963 is guaranteed to be another successful year.
Franklin C. Loehde, Chairman,
Atmospheric Division,
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THE OBSERVER'S CORNER

Notices

(continued)

The February meeting will be the deadline date for acceptance of essays

in the Observers' Group Astronomy Essay Contest.

The winner of the contest will be given a

15.00 cash award, and will present the paper as the "featurette8 at the R.A.S.Co meeting in
April. A reminder that the essays must be restricted to 750 words, or less. They will be
judged on originality, structure, and clarity. The observers are asked to include their
names, addresses, phone numbers, ages, and school grades, as age and educational experience
will be considered in the final judging.

Mr. S.F. Page will be the judge for this essay contest.

Observers are requested to

submit their entries to Mr. Page at the conmencement of the February meeting,,

ECLIPSE PREVIEW:

There are just over 150 days left before the astronomical highlight
of 1963. On Saturday, July 20th, a total solar eclipse will be visible
from Northern Japan, across the Northwest Territories, into the" Province
of Quebec, and the State of Maine.

The February issue of the R.A0S0C Journal gives a detailed account of
the entire path of totality, with weather prospects included for the
areas most likely to be visited by amateur and professional astronomers
planning to view the spectacle. The report was prepared by the

Dominion Observatory in Ottawa.

THE CONSTELLATION ORION

by Bill Cable

The appearance of the familiar constellation, Orion, in the November sky draws the
attention of all •? even those who cannot recognize one star from another. Marching majestically

across the sky, Orion boasts more bright stars than any other constellation. There are two
stars of the first magnitude, four of the second magnitude and two of the third. To add to
the glories of Orion, we find Sirius, Procyon and Aldebaran nearby...all included in the

mythologies of the magnificent star group.

The mighty hunter has been glorified by poets Longfellow, Hesiod, Shelley, Tennyson, and
of course is a popular figure in mythology. The various mythologies connected with Orion

encompass other constellations around hims Taurus (Hyades and the Pleiades^, Lepus, Canis Major

and Canis Minor, The Scorpion and Eridanus. One story relates that Orion boasted of his great
ness, declaring there was not an animal on earth he could not conquer. To punish such vanity
a scorpion sprang from the earth to sting him in the heel, a wound which was to end the life of
the boastful hunter.

At the request of Diana, Orion was placed among the stars opposite his

slayer.

The Chinese called Orion "Tsan" and the Eskimos refer to the belt of Orion as "Lua Tsark"
The resemblance of the Eskimo title to the Chinese, might indicate that the Eskimo originated
in the Orient, a theory which has often been expounded.

Orion is visible from all parts of the globe, but is familiar to those in the Southern

regions as a figure standing on his head I Orion is neatly divided by the celestial equator,
with Betelguese belonging to the Northern hemisphere, and Rigel to the Southern. The area is
rich in telescopic objects.

The Great Nebula, Mi*2, one of the naked eye Messier objects, is

prominent feature usually pointed out to observers. In addition the contrasting colors of
Betelguese and Rigel illustrate youth and old age among the stars. Rigel is due south of

Capella. (One long straight line will connect Polaris, Capella and Rigel,)

It is fortunate indeed, that almost all peoples of the earth are able to share and enjoy
the splendor of the ageless "Mighty HunterM, Orion.
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An indication of the success of the series of lectures by Fred Jensen and Alex Stockwell

Boy Scout and Girl Guide groups is the following poem written by young girl guide, Pat

£inault.

THE MAGIC OF THE HEAVENS

Venus, the magic goddess of love,

Scatters her splendour in the sky above;
Her brilliance spread throughout the sky

Is displayed in the heavens for you and I.
Orion the hunter carried his shield;

Imaginative minds for no reason would yield;

Taurus the bull charged, full speed ahead,
And the sky as such, astronomers read.

Castor and Pollox, the twins, side by side
Ask the gracious Swan if he'll give them a ride;
Cassiopeia as the heavenly Queen,
Stays home -Khen Perseus cannot be seen.

The triangle, with Vega, Deneb, and Altair:,
Is near the environment of Leo's lair;

Canis major and minor have their nightly run
But they exit when night's chased by the sun.
As we study the stars in the Milky Way
We are sure they'll be there the following day,
All these constellations and many more

Are background for the sky's heavenly decor.
m m \t tmjtjym

We wish to express our appreciation to Mr. Walter Franiel, for his
contribution to our February issue of STARDUST.

It was Mr. Franiel"s work and guidance which enabled us to include
photographs in this issue.

This is a feature we hope to continue in the months ahead.
-

Planetarium cardss

Editor*

There is a large number of post-card size schedules still

available for public distribution.

The cards have a photo

graph of the planetarium on one side, with the schedule of
shows and an astronomical photograph on the reverse side.

Anyone wishing to obtain numbers of these cards for distri=

bution to clubs, or around the office, may inquire at the
planetarium.

"he City of Montreal is soon to have a planetarium. It was announced in that city recently
.hat Dow Brewery Limited will construct a $750,000. planetarium on the top floor of the
company's Montreal pakaging house. Its construction will be completed by 1965.

The Canadian news services were embarrassed following a flurry of comments and protests

from radio stations, and the general public, after they had billed it as "CANADA'S FIRST
PLANETARIUM."

Indeed.
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THE 1963 R.A.S.C. GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Members of the Centre are reminded that the 1963 General Assembly of the Society
will be held in Toronto, May 18 - 20.

General Assembly, held in Edmonton last May.
Via C.N.R., the
For your information, the return air fare to Toronto isJ178
(with sleeper.) The train

return coach fare is $126., (without sleeper) sad **?.,
trip takes U8 hours. Arrival time in Toronto is 3s00 pm.

on *2!?aEZ Five!3 The series is designed as acapsule history and explanation of

•.spar? REPORT 1963" - is the title of a series of programs Which will soon appear

the various highlights in man's first steps to conquer space.

The program will ^^^^^^Tr^^^ clnttn^unSfKffin*

rammer! ^1*^^

*—* * * "*~ ** *

Mr. David Smiley of the C.B.C.
In the meantimej

•

a series of telecasts on astronomy for school children in Western
I

i „+.*>,*
tha font-cart series is scheduled to begin Friday,
lanada,
>?
"".^'"^n
KflTShSEthroughout
IW.lt*., Saskatchewan
«Q>
mSZ anoVltisn3?ol-la! V». Mr. Meiennan appeared in the programs in hi. eapacity

as p2«ta"ium direotor. Mr. Bill Burley produoed the programs.
,
, .
. a a +al1, +0 a gec+ion of
Mr. Burley is slated
to give
a talk to a se«ion 01

the Greater Edmonton Teachers'

.classroom Television."

Convention, heglnning Thursday, '*™g ^' *'^forming with regard to

c^sstrSletisiritlne £4££, there will he an extensive display regaling «he
educational potential of the Planetarium.
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Hesper - Venus - were we native to that splendour

is

or in Mars,

a

monthly

We should see the globe we groan in, fairest of

publication
of

their evening stars.

the

Could we dream of wars and carnage, craft and*
madness, lust and spite,

, *

Roaring London, raving Paris, in that point of
peaceful light?
- Tennyson.

^

Edmonton

Centre,
R qAo O.w o

Editor,
Mrs. A. McLennan,

•

